
YES! THE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE CAT FANCY’S YOUNG EXHIBITORS’ SCHEME 

INFORMATION SHEET - HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

Here are some very important points all Young Exhibitors should know – they 

are for your health and safety and for the welfare and safety of all the cats 

at a show. 
 

1. Exhibitors should always walk around the show - never run in the Show Hall under any 

circumstances. 

2. Exhibitors should be gentle with their cats and speak softly to avoid startling any cats. 

They should be calm and quiet with all cats to avoid frightening them. 

3. Exhibitors must make sure any mobile device (phone etc) they are carrying is switched to 

“vibrate” or “silent”. 

4. Exhibitors should make sure the pen is safe and secure and the door is properly shut 

before leaving their cat. 

5. Exhibitors must not put their fingers in any cat’s pen for any reason, or open the pen door 

without the permission of the cat’s owner.  This is for your safety and to ensure the health 

and welfare of all the exhibits. 

6. If the cat’s litter or water is spilt or a cat has made a mess of its pen, the Show Manager 

should be informed as soon as possible so the cat can be made comfortable. You should only 

take care of your own cat.  

7. Exhibitors must not touch any cat whether in a pen or on a trolley outside of a pen unless 

given permission to do so by a judge or the cat’s owner. 

8. Exhibitors must not touch any cat unless their hands have been properly disinfected with 

an antibacterial gel or liquid first. 

9. Any gel or liquid used for disinfecting a cat’s pen or handler’s hands must be one that is 

suitable and safe for use near cats. 

10. Exhibitors must either wash their hands using soap and water or use an antibacterial gel 

or liquid to disinfect them before eating if they have touched or handled any cat (including 

their own!). 

11. Exhibitors should take care to use the black bins positioned at the ends of the aisles 

responsibly and make sure any used or discarded cat litter, food or water is disposed of 

carefully. It is important any health or safety hazards, caused by unnecessary spillage or by 

blocking the aisles, are avoided.  

12. Anyone who has been bitten or badly scratched by a cat should wash the wound 

thoroughly, ensure tetanus protection is up to date and seek medical attention for treatment 

with antibiotics if necessary. 

Take Care! 

                                           

Be Safe! Not Sorry! 


